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February 27,2023

The Managing Director,
Sui Southern Gas Co. Ltd. (SSGC),
ST-4/B, Block 14, Sir Shah Suleman Road,
Gulshan-e-Iqbal.
Karachi.

Resumption of Gas supplu to
Exp ort-oriented industries in Karachi

Dear Sir,

SSGCL's notice to the industries of Karachi dated 10tr November 2022
regarding the closure of Gas supply from 15ft November 2022 to 28tt
February 2023 refers. It was, however, assured that the export-oriented
industries will continue to receive uninternrpted gas supply in the greater
interest of enhancing the countr5r's export.

On the contrar5r, our members remained constantly complaining this
association, being their representative body, that despite of Government
assurance, they have been badly disturbed about disrupted gas supply and
that also without required gas pressure through-out the aforementioned
period of time.

Now when the month of February 2023 is ending by tomorrow, you have
announced that gas supply to CNG sector is being -restored from next
month. It's strange to note that the export-oriented industries, which rank
on top priority after the domestic sector, are still facing gas shortage and
gas pressure problems while the over-all gas supplies are yet to normalize,
how SSGCL would manage gas supply to a less and lower priority area?

In the greater interest of enhancing textile exports; which earn above 60
percent of the country's foreign exchange income, it is requested to very
kindly look into the matter and set it straight once for all; otherwise the
textile exporters won't be able to take new orders.

Sincerely,

Rafiq Habib Godil
Chairman
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